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Abstract

SALIVARY Α‐AMYLASE

Introduction: Short-term memory and working memory decline with
180
increasing age. Currently, a significant effort is being made to develop
0-30
No negative
methods of maintaining these cognitive functions in aging patients.
150
KU/L
stress.
Therefore, we have, focused on mental soundness, and researched the
31-45
Slight negative
relationships between mental health level/stress and cognition/ judgement.
120
KU/L
stress.
Methods: Subjects: We recruited 100 people living in the area by public
46-60
information in Kashihara City. It was a six month intervention, comparing the
90
Negative stress.
KU/L
results with controls and interventions. Measurement of cognitive function:
61 KU/L
High amount of
60
The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA-test). Measurement of emotional
or more
negative stress.
states: General Health Questionnaire 12 (GHQ-12). Stress check:
30
Measured α-amylase levels of saliva taken from the sublingual gland.
The reference values of
Results: Results of the MoCA test : In the t-test after the intervention
0
salivary α- amylase:
(implementation), positive increases in areas such as recalling animal
0
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Upon stress, amylase
names (reproducing ability), repetition tests (memory), digit span tasks
MOCA TOTAL SCORE
both sequential and reverse, sustained attention, calculation
activity levels in the
(concentration, attention and memory) have been statistically significantly
body for self-defense
Correlation between cognitive function
recognized (p/t, 5% level). As for saliva amylase that reflects mental
reaction is increased.
(MoCA test) and stress (α-amylase)
stress in comfort / discomfort, the measured value before the intervention
Pearson product-moment correlationwas 46.3 KU/L; that after the control period was 45.5 KU/L, with no
coefficients. r=-0.397**
major changes seen. After the intervention, on the other hand, the value
was lowered to 33.4 KU/L with the statistically significant decrease of
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mental stress recognized (p/t, 1% level). Results of the GHQ-12: There
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test that indicates cognitive functions; the lower the stress is, the higher
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playback
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music therapy and so on and decrease in plasma cortisol levels have
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the emotion at intervention is comfortable.
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